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SH043G logging area in
Tasmania’s Eastern Tiers
75Ha, comprised old-growth
forests, part of swift parrot
core range. Photographed
October 2022.
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Critically
endangered
swift parrots
are at severe
risk of extinction
as logging in
their breeding
habitat
continues.
Since 2019, more than 3 500
hectares of swift parrot core
range habitat on public land
in Tasmania has been lost
to, or disturbed, by logging.
Bob Brown Foundation is
renewing calls for an end to
native forest logging as the
critically endangered swift
parrot returns to breed in
Tasmania and logging in
their habitat continues.

parrot habitat remains on
the current 2022/2024
three-year logging schedule.
Swift parrots suffer from
ongoing feigned and inept
“protection” by Forestry
Tasmania and the Forest
Practices Authority.
The ongoing refusal by
Tasmania’s government to
provide secure protection
of all swift parrot habitat
exacerbates the conservation
paralysis of the species.
Since 2015, Bob Brown
Foundation has carried out
forest surveys, citizen science,
lobbying and actions aimed
at preventing the logging
of swift parrot habitat. In
October 2020, the foundation
commenced a annual swift
parrot citizen science program.
The foundation’s third season
of swift parrot citizen science
surveying of habitat and
logging threats has now
commenced for 2022/2023.

After the 2021/2022 breeding
season was marred by
habitat loss, more than
12 000 hectares of swift
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Tasmania’s Eastern Tiers
Swift parrot returning to
their breeding habitat for
the 2022/2023 summer.
Photographed October 2022.

Recommendations
of this report:
1.

Immediate end to native
forest logging and
secure protection of all
Tasmania’s native forests
on public land granted
by government.

2. Immediate end to logging
in all swift parrot habitat.
3. Remove all swift parrot
habitat from Forestry
Tasmania “management”.
4. End native forest logging
Australia-wide, including
in all swift parrot habitat in
NSW, VIC and Tasmania.
5. Restore all areas of
previously logged swift
parrot habitat.
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Executive
summary
The immediate cessation of
logging of native forests in
Tasmania, including all swift
parrot habitat, is needed for
the protection of rare and
endangered wildlife and to
limit ongoing global warming.
Using satellite and radar surveillance with
forest field surveys, Bob Brown Foundation
has found that more than 3 500 hectares
of swift parrot core range habitat in
Tasmania have been disturbed by or lost
to logging since June 2019.
Logging has continued throughout the
recent 2021/2022 breeding season for the
parrot and has been reported again in
2022/2023 breeding season at the time
of this report writing.
Experts maintain that all currently
available swift parrot habitat should be
retained and restoration of logged swift
parrot habitat.
For the swift parrot to survive and flourish,
landscape-level protection of all swift
parrot habitat must be secured on public
and private land.
The swift parrot is a migratory species
that breeds only in Tasmania. The loss of
habitat is driving the species to extinction
and is overwhelmingly a result of logging
practices in Tasmania. This represents
the greatest threat to the survival of this
Critically Endangered species1.
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It is unequivocal that all logging of swift
parrot habitat must cease immediately.
In 2015, amongst recommendations
promoted by the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature and Birdlife
International was to “place all areas of
public land that support swift parrots
under secure conservation management.”
In a calamitous state of the times, our
NGO and volunteers with our citizen
science program uncovered swift
parrot habitat being actively logged.
It should never be left to citizens and
non-governmental organisations to
find the birds and habitat of a critically
endangered species on an active
logging plan.
This report outlines how in an area,
named EP038E by Forestry Tasmania, the
Foundation and citizen science surveyors
were faced with logging machines
destroying forests right under a large flock
of swift parrots in December 2021.
EP038E forest, however, is not an isolated
case of Forestry Tasmania threatening
practices. Only one among others.
Besides the nesting swift parrots, other
rare and endangered species, including
the spotted-tailed quoll, masked owl
and grey goshawk, were imminently
threatened by the logging. After alerting
the government agencies and the Premier
of Tasmania, these forests were removed
from the logging plan. However, they
remain in a permanent logging zone, do
not have secure conservation protection
and are a tragic example of forests that
are temporarily protected only because
we were there.
Forestry Tasmania needs to have all
swift parrot habitat removed from its
“management”. All swift parrot habitat
should be moved out of logging zones
and away from logging threats.
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Bob Brown Foundation
has found that more than
3 500 hectares of swift
parrot core range habitat
in Tasmania have been
disturbed by or lost to
logging since June 2019.
Forestry Tasmania and the Forest
Practices Authority, with the support
of Tasmania’s government, are
greenwashing the loss of habitat for a
critically endangered species. Their use
of the Swift Parrot Important Breeding
Area (SPIBA) formula does not protect
the species. The nominated areas are
insufficient in their boundaries and allow
ongoing logging of the forests used by
parrots to nest and feed.
Logging continues to reduce the quality,
extent and availability of swift parrot
habitat resulting in the removal of the
birds’ food source and nesting sites, while
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the species survival is reliant on remaining
habitat remnants within its range. Logging
of nesting habitat during the breeding
season also results in the destruction of
active nests (including eggs and chicks).
These practices, whether it is during or
outside breeding season, are locking the
swift parrot into extinction2.
Our statewide satellite and radar
surveillance shows that thousands of
hectares of swift parrot habitat and native
forests are being logged and incinerated
every year in Tasmania, to the detriment
of species survival.
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MC006C logging area in
Tasmania’s Eastern Tiers
>60 Ha, comprised old-growth
forests, part of Swift Parrot
Important Breeding Areas.
Photographed September 2021.
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DN009G logging area in
Tasmania’s Southern Forests
Comprising old-growth forests
and E. Globulus (GlobMap),
part of swift parrot core habitat.
Photographed March 2022.
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BB026C logging area in
Tasmania’s Southern Forests
28 Ha, comprised old-growth
forests, part of swift parrot
core range. Photographed in
November 2021.
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Crisis report: logging area EP038E
This crisis report highlights
significant natural values of
a native forest under active
logging activity.
Since October 2021, multiple citizen
surveys have been done in this forest and
have gathered evidence that this forest:
• constitutes a significant foraging
and breeding area of the critically
endangered swift parrots
• overlaps with habitat for the vulnerable
to extinction Tasmanian masked owl
and spotted-tailed quoll
• is likely to host a nest of the vulnerable
to extinction grey goshawk.
Decision-makers were informed of these
elements from 08/12/2021 (see Appendix).
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In view of the significant natural values
hosted in the northern section of the
logging area, we have asked for:
1. the protection of all native forests and
swift parrot habitats.
2. the excision of the northern section
from logging operations and its
permanent protection by removing
from the permanent logging zone.
Approximately 60% of the area has been
logged since December 2021. On 17
March 2022, we received confirmation
from Forestry Tasmania of:
• the exclusion of the northernmost
section, containing the old-growth
forest, from the logging boundary
• the end of cable logging operations
• the continuation of ground-based
logging.
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About the
logging area
EP038E
The logging area EP038E is located near
the Esperance river in the Southern forests
of lutruwita / Tasmania.
This forest is only a couple of kilometres
away from the Tasmanian Wilderness
World Heritage Area and Hartz Mountains
National Park. According to Forestry
Tasmania’s forest practices plan, 37.80
hectares of “extensive eucalypt native
forest” will be logged using “cable
logging” machinery to “clear fell” this area.
The area consists mostly of regrowth
after logging, Eucalyptus obliqua, with a
large section of big eucalyptus trees with
rainforest understory in the northwestern
part of the area. Inside this northwestern
part of the logging area (still standing –
18/10/2022), a high density of big eucalypts
was found along a 150 m linear transect,
including some Eucalyptus globulus — a
species the swift parrot relies on for food.
Eucalyptus trees with a diameter at breast
height (dbh) from 2.5 m to 4.9 m were
mapped along this transect.

Active logging
Logging started in the first week of
December 2021, from the southern end
of the area, progressing in a northerly
direction. One cable logger had been
used, leaving the steep slopes completely
deforested and the topsoil layer prone to
severe erosion.
On 6 March 2022, operations for the
second landing of the cable logger
had been completed, meaning that
approximately 60% of the area had been
logged. Only the northwestern section
of the area remains, where the mature
habitat was found.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the
logging activity.
On 17 March 2022, the old-growth forest
was removed from the logging plan.

Significant
natural values
Multiple citizen science surveys have been
done in the logging area EP038E since
October 2021.
Facilitated by the Bob Brown Foundation,
these surveys revealed that this forest
hosts several significant natural
values, some of which are threatened
and protected by state, federal and
international legislation (see Table 1).
The following sections present the main
results of these citizen surveys, which are
summarised in Figure 4.
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Figure 1. Four big eucalyptus trees within the EP038E logging area boundary. All these trees have a
diameter at breast height of over 2.5 m. Hollows and advanced senescence were observed in these
trees. The understory is comprised of southern sassafras (Atherosperma moschatum), celery top pine
(Phyllocladus aspleniifolius), and myrtle beech (Nothofagus cunninghamii), which are key endemic
components of the Australian cool temperate rainforests.

Figure 2. Logging activity in the logging area EP038E. The cable logger was located here, at the top of a
steep slope, during its second deployment. The mature forest immediately in the background was part of
the logging area. Photographed 4 March 2022.
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Figure 3. Clearfelling in the logging area EP038E using a cable logger. The mature habitat forest in the
logging plan is on the right side of this photo. The Esperance River can be seen in the bottom left side of the
photo. Photographed 4 March 2022.

Table 1: Species threat status according to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC)
Act 1999, Threatened Species Protection (TSP) Act 1995, International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species.

Species

EPBC Act 1999

TSP Act 1995

IUCN Red List

Swift parrot

Critically Endangered

Endangered

Critically Endangered

Tasmanian
masked owl

Vulnerable

Endangered

N/A

Spotted-tailed quoll

Vulnerable

Rare

Near Threatened

Grey goshawk

N/A

Endangered

N/A
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Section already logged
Section to be logged
Old-growth forest, removed
from the logging plan
(17/03/2022)
Big eucalyptus trees
Grey goshawk
Spotted-tailed quoll
Swift parrot
Tasmanian masked owl

Figure 4. Significant natural values within the EP038E logging area and surroundings. The red area is the
section that has already been clear-felled (6 March 2022). The green area is the old-growth forest section,
which has now been removed from the logging area (17 March 2022). The orange area is available for
imminent logging. Swift parrots were heard and/or seen at the indicated locations. The Tasmanian masked
owl and grey goshawk were detected using a passive bio-acoustic recorder. Big eucalyptus points include
trees with a diameter at breast height over 2.5m. The spotted-tailed quoll was detected using an automatic
wildlife camera and a potential scat finding.
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Swift parrot
important
habitat
Swift parrots (Lathamus discolor) were
seen and heard in significant numbers
within the logging area (8, 11, 18, 21
& 27 December 2021). They were also
observed in a 500 m buffer around
the logging area, e.g. in the plantation
contiguous to it (9 & 10 December 2021).
In addition, scientific count-based
surveys were held within the logging
area (31 October 2021, 27 November 2021,
and 18 December 2021) and reported
abundant swift parrots (Table 2). Several
newly fledged swift parrots were recorded
by a bio-acoustic recorder (13, 16, 17, 27,
28 & 30 December 2021, see Figure 5)
and observed on 27 December 2021
within the logging area.

The Tasmanian Threatened Species
Protection (TSP) Act 1995 prescription for
the protection of the swift parrots states3:
To prevent loss of foraging habitat –
avoid clearing Tasmanian blue
gum and black gum throughout
the species’ range (i.e. statewide).
To prevent loss of nesting habitat
– avoid clearing eucalypt forest
containing hollow-bearing trees
throughout the species’ breeding
range.
This forest should be recognised as
an important breeding and foraging
habitat. It currently lies outside the
Tasmanian protection policy, e.g. “Swift
Parrot Important Breeding Area” (SPIBA)
or “Public Authority Management
Agreement” (PAMA), which have
been described as “policy failure and
conservation paralysis” by leading swift
parrot experts1. Swift parrot conservation
policy needs to be structurally reshaped
and all swift parrot habitat permanently
protected.

These last observations suggest that
successful breeding has occurred in this
forest, highlighting its importance for this
critically endangered species.
Flowering Eucalyptus globulus were found
within the logging area. This tree species
is crucial foraging component for swift
parrots.
The northern section of the logging
area contains high-quality potential
nesting-habitat: a high concentration of
tree hollows located in large trees with
advanced senescence.
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Table 2: Swift parrot count during a 30-minute survey within a 100 m radius circle area. The coordinates of
the survey area centre are projected using the following coordinate reference system: EPSG: 26355 -GDA94
/ MGA zone 55.

Date

Easting

Northing

Swift parrot count

31/10/2021

488937

5208634

5

27/11/2021

489500

5208143

2

18/12/2021

489059

5208482

13

18/12/2021

489240

5208132

9

Figure 5. Spectrograms from acoustic recordings. These spectrograms represent the recording strength (in dB) over time at
various frequencies (y-axis). The top rows are calls from swift parrot chicks/fledglings. The screech of a Tasmanian masked
owl is shown at the bottom left, and the call from a grey goshawk, generally associated with nesting, is on the bottom right.
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Swift parrot mother and
fledgling in nest (2022)
18
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Tasmanian
masked owl
territory
The Tasmanian masked owl (Tyto
novaehollandiae subsp. castanops)
was detected (29 November 2021) in
the northwestern section of the logging
area, using a bio-acoustic recorder
(i.e. passive and non-intrusive survey).
An ecologist identified the recorded calls
as being Tasmanian masked owl calls,
see Figure 5, suggesting that this area
overlaps with the Tasmanian masked owl
territory. Tree hollows suitable for masked
owl roosting and nesting were found in
the close surroundings. The Tasmanian
Threatened Species Protection (TSP) Act
19954 recommends the following:
To avoid loss of nesting/roosting
habitat – do not clear old growth
forest containing potential nesting
trees, and other non-old growth
forests which contain old-growth
elements including hollow-bearing
trees.
… which applies to the northwestern
section of the EP038E logging area where
the Tasmanian masked owl was detected.
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Spotted-tailed
quoll territory
The spotted-tailed quoll (Dasyurus
maculatus) was detected (18 December
2021) in the northwestern section of the
logging area, using an automatic
wildlife camera.
An ecologist identified a scat containing
bones, found less than 500 m from the
logging area (9 December 2021) as
potential spotted-tailed quoll scat, see
Figure 6.
A high density of large fallen logs was also
observed in this forest, which is considered
high-quality habitat for the spotted-tailed
quoll. These elements suggest that this
forest is within the territory of the spottedtailed quoll. The Tasmanian TSP Act 19955
warns that:
 learing of habitat for timber
C
harvesting and agriculture are threats
to this species.
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C

D
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E

Figure 6. Spotted-tailed quoll (A, B, C, D) and potential spotted-tailed quoll scat (E) containing bones.

Grey goshawk
nesting territory
The grey goshawk (Accipiter
novaehollandiae) was detected (6, 7, 9, 11
January 2022) in the northwestern section
of the logging area, using a bio-acoustic
recorder, see Figure 4. An ecologist
identified the recorded calls as being
grey goshawk calls that are generally
associated with nesting, see Figure 5.
This finding suggests that it is very likely
that an active nest of grey goshawk is
located in the northern section of EP038E
logging area. The Tasmanian TSP Act
19956 recommends the following:
To assist with its recovery – retain
mature native wet forest, forest along
watercourses and other connecting
forest corridors; prevent disturbance
within 100 m of an active nest.
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Summer for
Swifties 2021/2022
Citizen science
surveys
Bob Brown Foundation facilitated
nine surveys during the 2021/2022
Summer to survey swift parrots
in the Southern Forests, from
Lune River to Lonnavale.
More than 90 participants
joined the program and surveyed
over 30 areas of native forests
threatened by logging. Nesting
monitoring was also undertaken
in four confirmed nesting sites,
all located within logging areas’
boundaries.
Bio-acoustic recordings confirmed
that all monitored nesting sites
were successful, showing the
importance of these forests under
imminent threat for the critically
endangered swift parrots.
The foundation’s third season
of swift parrot citizen science
surveying of habitat and logging
threats has now commenced for
2022/2023.
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Appendix
From: STT Engagement Team <STT.EngagementTeam@sttas.com.au>
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2022 14:16
To: Erik Hayward
Subject: Re: Forest Practices Plans: SX019H and SX019D
Hi Erik,
Thank you for your question regarding EP038E. I have attached for your viewing the
current certified Forest Practices Plan, which includes a recent variation to exclude a
section of potential Swift Parrot habitat from within the harvest boundary.
I can confirm that cable harvesting operations at EP038E have finished. Sustainable
Timber Tasmania will return to EP038E in the future to conduct ground based operations
on a small section of the coupe.
Kind regards,
Jenna
Engagement Team
Sustainable Timber Tasmania

Thu 24/02/2022 11:28 AM
To STT, FPA, Premier Gutwein,
We are still waiting on a response to our letter of 8.2.22 urging to withdraw from coupe
EP038E containing significant Swift Parrot activity and mature forest.
It is of significant importance and we are seeking an immediate response and
explanation to the delay in contacting us.
Yours
Erik Hayward
The Bob Brown Foundation
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Tue 8/02/2022 8:38 AM
To STT, FPA, Premier Gutwein,
Our monitoring of coupe EP038E reveals continued logging activity in this important
Swift Parrot area. Clearing is being undertaken in the second cable logging section,
on the steep slopes running down to the Esperance River, contiguous with the World
Heritage Area.
We are writing as a matter of urgency to formally request the immediate cessation of
all forestry operations until a new Forest Practices Plan (FPP) reserving all Old Growth
and Eucalyptus Globulus in the coupe is removed from the plan and protected from
harvesting.
EP038E and the adjacent area has been documented as a haven for the critically
endangered Swift Parrot. The clearfelling of forests used for habitat and foraging is a
clear threat to the survival of this Federally-listed species.
The northern area of EP038E contains E. obliqua forest over rainforest, with several trees
measuring a DBH over 3m.
Swift Parrots have been seen and heard foraging in this area, including within the coupe.
Documented Swift Parrot sightings include:
• Northern area: 5 birds (31/10/2021), 2 birds (27/11/2021).
• Southern area: 13 birds (18/12/2021), 9 birds (18/12/2021).
Newly fledged Swift Parrots have been recorded by bio-acoustic recorder (13th,16th, and
17th of December 2021) and observed (27/12/2021) within the coupe boundary. These
observations suggest that successful breeding has occurred in this forest, highlighting its
importance for this critically endangered species.
The Tasmanian Masked Owl has also been confirmed by bio-acoustic recordings to be
present in EP038E.
Bio-acoustic monitoring within the coupe has detected calls of the Tasmanian Grey
Goshawk that are associated with nesting.
The Spotted-tailed Quoll has been detected within the coupe by video footage.
In light of these findings, to continue to clearfall log EP038E is a clear abrogation of the
responsibility to maintain vital habitat for the protection of the critically endangered Swift
Parrot, the Federally listed Masked Owl and the Tasmanian Grey Goshawk.
It is in breach of undertakings requested by FSC Auditors.
All of these species require the comprehensive protection of nesting and foraging habitat
in perpetuity. It is wholly inadequate to simply desist from critical habitat destruction only
in their breeding period.
The Swift Parrot cannot forage or nest in a cleared and fire-bombed landscape.
We request as a matter of urgency all documents pertaining to the FPA findings from
their limited surveys of the coupe since December 2021, when the Bob Brown Foundation
originally alerted the FPA and STT about the significant presence of Swift Parrots in
EP038E.
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We seek assurance that the Forest Practices Plan (FPP) has been reviewed and revised so as
to permanently excise and protect the areas of oldgrowth forest in the northern section of the
coupe, and also the areas of E. globulus within the coupe.
We formally request that you supply this revised FPP for coupe EP038E, amended since the
visits of the FPA in December 2021, with new prescriptions listed.
Please note that this correspondence will be forwarded to FSC Auditors at an appropriate time.
Sincerely,
Jenny Weber and Erik Hayward

07/01/2022
Ms Jenny Weber and Mr Erik Hayward
Campaign Manager / Campaigner
The Bob Brown Foundation
jenny@bobbrown.org.au
erik@bobbrown.org.au
Dear Ms Weber and Mr Hayward
Thank you for your recent emails regarding Swift Parrot activity in coupe EP038E.
I am advised that on 8 December 2021 the Forest Practices Authority (FPA) received
a notification from a Bob Brown Foundation (BBF) volunteer, Dr Colette Harmsen,
regarding Swift Parrot activity in coupe EP038E.
While I note your comments about having not received a response to your email of 8
December 2021, officers from the FPA responded directly to Dr Harmsen on 9 December
2021 with the understanding she was acting as a representative of BBF.
I also understand that Dr Peter Volker, Chief Forest Practices Officer, has since responded
directly to you both on 16 December 2021.
Yours sincerely
Hon Peter Gutwein MP
Premier of Tasmania
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Thu 30/12/2021 8:05 AM
Hon. Peter Gutwein.
Premier of Tasmania.
Dear Premier,
I urge you to protect the southern forests area near Esperance Peak, as outlined in the
attachment, which is currently hosting breeding and feeding Swift Parrots.
That protection should be permanent as the same forest will inevitably be required by
this critically endangered species in future breeding seasons.
The Forest Practices Authority has decided, notwithstanding the undisputed evidence,
to allow conditional logging to proceed. Besides disturbing the current Swift Parrot and
other occupants this will ensure that the forest is soon incapable of providing its historic
Swift Parrot - and other species - sustenance facility. This is ecocide.
Tasmania has the enviable potential to win an international reputation for ecological
integrity and I ask you to use your office to protect the habitat of endangered species
wherever this may be threatened in Tasmania, including this vital habitat coup in the
southern forests.
Yours sincerely,
Bob Brown.

From: Volker, Peter <peter.volker@fpa.tas.gov.au>
Date: Thu, 23 Dec 2021, 09:27
Subject: RE: Re: Harvesting operation in Esperance forest (EP038e) and measures to
protect Swift Parrot habitat
To: colette harmsen
Dr Harmsen,
Specialist surveys have identified and mapped a number of individual Swift Parrot
potential nesting trees in EP038e based on the criteria in FPA fauna technical note 3: Swift
Parrot breeding habitat FPA Fauna Tech Note 03.
Potential nesting trees can be identified based on characteristics including the presence
of hollows, regardless of DBH.
The recommendation provided below is risk-based advice based on the documented
relationship between dbh and hollow abundance (larger dbh trees tend to contain more
hollows). It does not preclude the identification of hollow bearing trees <70cm.
Peter
Dr Peter Volker
Chief Forest Practices Officer
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From: colette harmsen
Sent: Wednesday, 22 December 2021 5:41 PM
To: Volker, Peter <peter.volker@fpa.tas.gov.au>
Cc: stt.engagementteam@sttas.com.au; Threatened Species Enquiries (DPIPWE)
<ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@nre.tas.gov.au>
Subject: CM: Re: Harvesting operation in Esperance forest (EP038e) and measures to
protect Swift Parrot habitat
Dear Peter Volker
Thankyou for the update.
I noticed some trees <70cm dbh that appeared to have hollows in them inside EP038E.
Have these been looked at at all for potential nesting habitat?
Dr Colette Harmsen

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Volker, Peter <peter.volker@fpa.tas.gov.au>
Date: Wed, 22 Dec 2021, 17:33
Subject: Harvesting operation in Esperance forest (EP038e) and measures to protect
Swift Parrot habitat
To: colette harmsen
Cc: stt.engagementteam@sttas.com.au <stt.engagementteam@sttas.com.au>,
Threatened Species Enquiries (DPIPWE) <ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@nre.tas.gov.au>
Dear Dr Harmsen
The following is an update, subsequent to my email to you, dated 9 December 2021,
regarding the management of harvesting operations following Swift Parrot sightings
within the vicinity of coupe EP038e.
In that email I stated that in accordance with the FPA’s protocol for responding to Swift
Parrot sightings in active harvesting operations, further advice on the management of
any Swift Parrot habitat within the coupe will be provided to STT following the completion
of a specialist survey.
A specialist survey of Swift Parrot potential habitat in the coupe was initiated by STT in
early December. An additional survey of Swift Parrot potential habitat within the coupe
was conducted by FPA last week. The aim of FPA’s survey was: to build on information
from the initial survey; identify and assess the Swift Parrot potential habitat within
sections of the coupe; to assess the risk of timber harvesting to Swift Parrots in the vicinity;
and to enable the development of site-specific advice for ongoing management of
potential habitat in the coupe.
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The surveys observed potential nesting habitat (large trees with hollows) within the
northernmost section of the coupe (approximately the area surrounding landing 1), but
not within the remainder of the coupe (approximately the area surrounding landings 2 &
3). A small area of Swift Parrot potential foraging habitat was also identified. Survey of
Swift Parrot activity in the northernmost section of EP038e is continuing.
FPA has today issued Swift Parrot habitat management advice to STT for the coupe
to address the risk of any timber harvesting operations during the current Swift Parrot
breeding season (to 31st January 2021). FPA has recommended no timber harvesting in
the northernmost section of the coupe during the current Swift Parrot breeding season
(until 31st Jan 2021). Further advice on the ongoing management of that section of the
coupe will be provided prior to 31st January 2021. For the remainder of the coupe, timber
harvesting may continue with the following recommendation;
Identify and exclude from felling operations all potential nesting trees (any eucalypt > 70
cm dbh in dry forest or > 100 cm dbh in wet forest) and foraging trees (E. globulus or E.
ovata) > 80 cm dbh for the duration of the breeding season (start of October – end of
January).
FPA is waiting for results of the additional surveys before providing further management
advice for this coupe.
This information has also been conveyed to the Mr Hayward and Ms Weber of the Bob
Brown Foundation.
I thank you for your interest in this matter.
Regards,
Peter

Wed 22/12/2021 5:28 PM
Mr Hayward and Ms Weber,
The following is an update, subsequent to the letter (dated 16 Dec 2021) regarding the
management of Swift Parrot habitat following sightings within the vicinity of coupe
EP038e.
In that letter I stated that further advice on the management of any Swift Parrot habitat
within the coupe will be provided to STT following the completion of specialist surveys
and analysis of relevant data.
A specialist survey of Swift Parrot potential habitat in the coupe was initiated by STT in
early December. An additional survey of Swift Parrot potential habitat within the coupe
was conducted by FPA last week. The aim of FPA’s survey was: to build on information
from the initial survey; identify and assess the Swift Parrot potential habitat within
sections of the coupe; to assess the risk of timber harvesting to Swift Parrots in the vicinity;
and to enable the development of site-specific advice for ongoing management of
potential habitat in the coupe.
The surveys observed potential nesting habitat (large trees with hollows) within the
northernmost section of the coupe (approximately the area surrounding landing 1), but
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not within the remainder of the coupe (approximately the area surrounding landings 2 & 3).
A small area of Swift Parrot potential foraging habitat was also identified. Survey of Swift
Parrot activity in the northernmost section of EP038e is continuing.
FPA has today issued Swift Parrot habitat management advice to STT for the coupe
to address the risk of any timber harvesting operations during the current Swift Parrot
breeding season (to 31st January 2021). FPA has recommended no timber harvesting in the
northernmost section of the coupe during the current Swift Parrot breeding season (until
31st Jan 2021). Further advice on the ongoing management of that section of the coupe will
be provided prior to 31st January 2021. For the remainder of the coupe, timber harvesting
may continue with the following recommendation;
Identify and exclude from felling operations all potential nesting trees (any eucalypt > 70 cm
dbh in dry forest or > 100 cm dbh in wet forest) and foraging trees (E. globulus or E. ovata)
> 80 cm dbh for the duration of the breeding season (start of October – end of January).
FPA is waiting for results of the additional surveys before providing further management
advice for this coupe.
I thank you for your interest in this matter.
Regards,
Peter

Urgent – logging in Swift Parrot habitat must end.
15 December 2021
To:

Forest Practices Authority
Forestry Tasmania
Premier Peter Gutwein
Minister Guy Barnett

To Premier Gutwein, Forest Practices Authority, relevant FPO for HUON STT District area
coupe EP038E,
We have not received a response to our letter dated 08/12/21.
The Office of Premier Gutwein was the only to respond with a note that our
correspondence is being considered.
What update, if any, can you at Forest Practices Authority provide as to the status of the
logging at EP038E. What, if any action was taken after our report that Swift Parrots were
sighted adjacent and within 500m of the logging in EP038E?
The EP038E Forest Practices Plan shows mature habitat is inside the ‘harvest’ area.
We have identified this mature habitat as potential nesting habitat for the critically
endangered Swift Parrot. E.Globulus is currently in flower in the northern sector of the
coupe. This is prime habitat and feeding area for the Swift Parrot.
Forestry Tasmania must remove this mature habitat from the logging coupe EP038E and
it must be put into a secure and permanent conservation reserve.
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As all habitat on public lands that the Swift Parrot depends on also needs to be placed
into secure and permanent conservation reserves. You were all given a recommendation
from IUCN in 2015 that this must happen or the parrot will continue to decline in numbers.
This action was urgent then and is now even more urgent as you have continued to
oversee the logging of Swift Parrot habitat across Tasmania.
There were visual and audio sightings at and around the following Locations on the 8th
and 9th and 10th of December by our staff and volunteers at the Foundation.
Survey location
-43.27755, 146.86691
The qualifications of the people who witnessed the presence of this critically endangered
species in an active logging area are scientists and concerned citizens.
Please confirm that this information has been received and that the contractor and
machinery have been removed from the coupe immediately.
Please confirm that the mature habitat in this coupe EP038E is removed from the logging
plan and a revised Forest Practices Plan is drawn up and certified. Until this happens,
logging should not proceed.
It is advised that the coupe be removed from the 3year plan and this area be given
formal protection for the survival of this species and others.
All Swift Parrot habitat on public lands needs immediate protection in secure
conservation reserves and removed from permanent timber production zone land.
Yours,
Erik Hayward
Campaigner
The Bob Brown Foundation
Jenny Weber
Campaign Manager
The Bob Brown Foundation
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From: FPA Info <info@fpa.tas.gov.au>
Date: Thu, 9 Dec 2021, 10:16
Subject: RE: Swift Parrots Esperance River
To: colette harmsen, Threatened Species Enquiries (DPIPWE) <ThreatenedSpecies.
Enquiries@nre.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Sustainable Timber Tasmania Engagement Team <stakeholder@sttas.com.au>
Dear Dr Harmsen,
Thank you for your reports and associated information about Swift Parrot activity in the
vicinity of EP038E.
Today, STT informed FPA that tree felling ceased in EP038E in accordance with provisions
of the forest practices plan which is extant for the operation.
Extraction and processing of felled timber, loading and transport is continuing. This will
enable the contractor to operate until Christmas.
In accordance with the provision of the forest practices plan and the FPA’s protocol for
responding to Swift Parrot sightings in active harvesting operations, a specialist survey
of the coupe will be completed and advice will be provided by the FPA to STT before any
further
tree-felling operations.
Dr Peter Volker
Chief Forest Practices Officer

From: colette harmsen
Sent: Thursday, 9 December 2021 8:42 AM
To: Threatened Species Enquiries (DPIPWE) <ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@nre.tas.gov.
au>
Cc: Sustainable Timber Tasmania Engagement Team <stakeholder@sttas.com.au>; FPA
Info <info@fpa.tas.gov.au>
Subject: Swift Parrots Esperance River
0830 Thursday the 9th of December
I am at the Esperance River this morning doing further Swift Parrot surveys.
Yesterday I urgently reported finding Swift Parrots in active coupe EP038E to Sus Timber
Tas, the FPA and the DPIPWE threatened species branch. The literature clearly states to
report immediately if Swift Parrots are found within 500m of a logging area.
Today forestry coupe EP038E is currently active and trees are being felled as we speak. I
am disappointed that this circumstance is not being taken more seriously. I can hear Swift
Parrots right now, and the harrowing sounds of machines and trees being felled.
Your urgent response is required.
Dr Colette Harmsen
Volunteer with the Bob Brown Foundation
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Wed 8/12/2021 1:51 PM
Urgent – logging in Swift Parrot habitat must end.
To:

Forest Practices Authority
Forestry Tasmania
Premier Peter Gutwein
Minister Guy Barnett

URGENT ATTENTION REQUIRED
To relevant FPO for HUON STT District area coupe EP038E,
It has come to our attention today ( 08/12/21) that an area of forest containing Swift
Parrot presence and potential nesting is actively being logged by STT.
This sighting occurred during our Foundation’s annual Swift Parrots surveying program.
As per the prescriptions of the Forest Practices Plan, this operation needs to halt
immediately within 500m of the sightings.
The excerpt above is from a coupe within the SPIBA. This treatment should be given to
coupes containing Swift Parrots.
There have been visual and audio sightings at and around the following Locations:
Survey location 1
-43.27502, 146.86366
Survey Location 2
-43.24681, 146.83250
The qualifications of the people who witnessed the presence of this critically endangered
species in an active logging area are scientists and concerned citizens.
Please confirm that this information has been received and that the contractor and
machinery have been removed from the coupe immediately.
All works must cease and a thorough and extensive survey of the entire area must be
undertaken.
This coupe clearly contains and is habitat for and is a breeding area of the critically
endangered Swift Parrot.
During multiple surveys on different days, 5+ parrots were seen or heard at each.
E.Globulus is currently in flower in the northern sector of the coupe. This is prime habitat
and feeding area for the Swift Parrot.
It is advised that the coupe be removed from the 3year plan and this area be given
formal protection for the survival of this species and others.
All Swift Parrot habitat on public lands needs immediate protection in secure
conservation reserves and removed from permanent timber production zone land.
Yours,
Erik Hayward
Campaigner
The Bob Brown Foundation
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Campaign Manager
The Bob Brown Foundation
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Wed 8/12/2021 11:39 AM
Dear FPA compliance,
My name is Colette Harmsen and I have been conducting Swift Parrot surveys in the
Southern forests. This morning in the Esperance forests there were numerous (at least
a dozen) Swift Parrots around the location below. These parrots are within a couple
of hundred metres of active coupe EP038E (I have heard them and seen them and
recorded their calls). How do I report this? I don't think they are meant to be logging that
close to Swift Parrots.
https://maps.app.goo.gl/MUz8bY2UHyaoFT7f8
Sincerely
Colette Harmsen
Volunteer for the Bob Brown Foundation
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